Department of Housing and Urban Development

2453.000 Scope of part.

This part prescribes Agency forms for use in acquisition and contains requirements and information generally applicable to the forms.

Subpart 2453.2—Prescription of Forms

2453.215 Contracting by negotiation.

2453.217 Special contracting methods.

2453.217–70 Form HUD-730, Award/Modification of Interagency Agreement.

As prescribed in 2417.504(b), form HUD-730 shall be used by Contracting Officers when placing or modifying an order for supplies or services from another Government agency.

2453.227 Patents, data, and copyrights.

2453.227–70 Form HUD-770, Report of Inventions and Subcontracts.

As prescribed in 2427.305–2, form HUD-770 shall be completed by the Contractor, and submitted to the Contracting Officer, if requested, upon completion of the contract.

2453.242 Contract administration.

2453.246 Quality Assurance.